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ABSTRACT

Cyberlocker Services (CLS) such as RapidShare and Megau-
pload have recently become popular. The decline of Peer-
to-Peer (P2P) file sharing has prompted various services in-
cluding CLS to replace it. We propose a comprehensive
multi-level characterization of the CLS ecosystem. We an-
swer three research questions: (a) what is a suitable mea-
surement infrastructure for gathering CLS workloads; (b)
what are the characteristics of the CLS ecosystem; and (c)
what are the implications of CLS on Web 2.0 (and the In-
ternet). To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
to characterize the CLS ecosystem. The work will highlight
the content, usage, performance, infrastructure, quality of
service, and evolution characteristics of CLS.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement Techniques

General Terms

Measurement, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
User-generated content has transformed the way people

disseminate and share information over the Web. Today, an
ordinary user has the ability to create and publish content,
and both the user and the user-generated data are key in
so-called “Web 2.0” applications [6]. Recently, the Web has
witnessed the emergence of Cyberlocker Services (CLS), also
known as One Click Hosting services. These services were
originally designed for file backup purposes and for upload-
ing files that were too big to be sent as email attachments.
Some of the well-known CLS are RapidShare, Megaupload,
and MediaFire1. CLS allow their users to easily upload a
file to their servers. Once the file has been successfully up-
loaded, the site generates a unique URL that can be used
for downloading the file. The user may then make the link
public for sharing content.

Over the years, the method for sharing content has evolved.
Almost a decade ago, Napster was a popular application for
sharing music files among users. This application was the

1RapidShare, Megaupload, and MediaFire are listed in
Alexa.com’s global top 100 Web site rankings.
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precursor to decentralized Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing
applications such as KaZaA and BitTorrent. P2P file shar-
ing was not restricted to music files, but included all sorts
of content. The popularity of P2P file sharing surged and
according to estimates was responsible for up to 60% of the
total Internet traffic in some regions during its peak [23].
Recently, the popularity of Web 2.0 applications has caused
an increase in Web traffic, and P2P file sharing traffic ap-
pears to be on the decline [12, 23, 24].

CLS differ from traditional P2P file sharing and other
new-age content sharing services. Many social media sites
are restricted to sharing video files, while entertainment sites
such as Hulu.com place geographic restrictions on its view-
ing audience. In contrast, CLS allow users to upload any
file. CLS offer differentiated forms of service for their users.
CLS offer several advantages over P2P technologies such as
greater availability of active files, improved privacy for users,
hosting both popular and niche content, and economic in-
centive mechanisms for frequent uploaders [1].

CLS have recently received attention from networking re-
searchers. Maier et al. [15] found that CLS account for
about 16% of total HTTP traffic in a large residential net-
work. Ipoque suggests that CLS account for almost 10% of
the total Internet traffic, while [9] contemplates that some
CLS contribute to more Internet traffic volume than Face-
book. Labovitz et al. [12] report a decline in P2P traffic,
but growth in traffic for CLS. Sandvine [20] found that CLS
traffic volume share has increased by over 40% in 2008-09.
They also report that a CLS is among the top-10 applica-
tions (downstream bytes) in Europe during peak hours [21].

Figure 1 shows the number of unique U.S. visitors to
two CLS (RapidShare, Megaupload) and a well-known P2P
filesharing indexing site (Mininova) (according to Compete.

com). We observe a proliferation in CLS users, while a sub-
siding pattern in P2P file sharing usage2. The apparent
decline of P2P file sharing points to a paradigm shift in how
users share content [18]. Despite the wide adoption of CLS,
not much is known about their infrastructure, content char-
acteristics, and user-perceived performance.

We will study the following research questions:

• What is a suitable measurement infrastructure for
gathering CLS workloads? A measurement frame-
work for data collection from multiple viewpoints [3] will
be designed. Undertaking a large measurement study in-

2As a result of a court ruling Mininova removed most of
its indexed torrents during November, 2009. Mininova now
only hosts torrents from artists and producers who want to
distribute their content for free.
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Figure 1: Number of unique visitors

volves several technical challenges. Efficient data collec-
tion strategies and processing schemes will be analyzed
and applied. A distinguishing feature of the work is the
use of active and passive measurements from multiple
observational viewpoints.

• What are the characteristics of the CLS ecosys-
tem? A comprehensive multi-layered characterization
of the CLS ecosystem will be performed. We will study
and compare the characteristics of user behaviour, con-
tent popularity, content delivery, content dissemination,
infrastructure, and performance of several CLS.

• What are the implications of CLS on Web 2.0 (and
the Internet)? The implications of the CLS workload
analysis on the performance of Web 2.0 will be analyzed.
We will study the longitudinal evolution of CLS and its
impact on content sharing. We will also analyze what are
the implications of CLS on caching, copyright issues, and
contrast with other content distribution mechanisms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 pro-
vides background information on CLS. §3 discusses related
work. §4 states the objectives of the proposed research. §5
describes the methodology for CLS trace collection and anal-
ysis, and the datasets used. §6 presents some preliminary
results from our analysis. §7 concludes the paper.

2. CYBERLOCKER SERVICES
CLS offer a simple Web-based solution for hosting files

that can be accessed conveniently using a URL. After a file is
uploaded to the site, a URL is generated by the site to access
this file. These sites offer two levels of service - free and
premium. The free service has limitations on the number of
downloads and the maximum throughput achieved for the
download. Premium users have to pay a subscription fee and
these restrictions are removed for such users. A free user
has to go through a series of steps before the download can
begin. Most often the user has to wait for a pre-determined
amount of time before the link is clickable. Premium users
do not have to wait for their download to start.

All sites impose limitations on the size of the uploaded
file regardless of the user type. However, a user can split a
large media content into smaller parts and upload them sep-
arately. On the other end, users who download these parts
can use an archiving program to join the parts and obtain
the original content. Figure 2 shows a simplified illustra-
tion of uploading and downloading of a file using a generic
Cyberlocker site.
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Figure 2: CLS file upload and download

3. RELATED WORK
Previous research on Web workload characterization has

focussed on proxy caches [2, 14], AJAX traffic [22], video
sharing sites [5, 8, 26], and online social networks [16]. P2P
systems have been studied in the context of file sharing work-
loads [10, 11, 19, 25], incentive schemes [13], and content
availability [17]. As CLS are a relatively new phenomena,
there has been limited work on understanding the usage of
these services, their infrastructure, and the workloads they
experience. The sole example we are aware of is [1].

Antoniades et al. [1] studied RapidShare usage and deliv-
ery infrastructure, as measured through a number of inde-
pendent and targeted experiments. In contrast to Antoni-
ades et al., we analyze and characterize the overall usage of
CLS as observed from multiple observation viewpoints and
take a closer look at the dominant services observed. This al-
lows us to compare and contrast the properties observed for
different CLS. We also use longer duration workload traces
for our analysis. We collect data-rich HTTP traces that
allow us to study how the clients identify and select the
content they download. Furthermore, we utilize user click-
streams3 to distinguish free and premium CLS users. This
has not been previously characterized, and provides a deeper
understanding of the usage of these services, as well as the
dynamics of new-age content sharing and distribution. Un-
derstanding this linkage can provide important insights into
today’s content sharing trends. This discussion is further
augmented by a comparison with the usage of P2P systems
and video sharing sites.

4. RESEARCH GOALS
Design multi-level measurement framework: We

apply a multi-level measurement approach for collection of
the datasets. First, we study the activity of the CLS ecosys-
tem from a local viewpoint using HTTP transaction sum-
maries. The HTTP data provides detailed information about
various features of CLS transaction summaries, which is not
possible with any other data. Second, we analyze the ac-
tivity of the CLS flows at the network-layer using connec-
tion summaries. Finally, to gain a global perspective of the
CLS ecosystem, we use crawling techniques and gather data
from third-party Web analytics sources. We constructed a

3A clickstream is the sequence of user clicks or HTTP trans-
actions while browsing a Web site.
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measurement framework that allows us to assay the CLS
ecosystem from multiple viewpoints. Our experiences will
aid researchers in improving their measurement framework
when performing workload characterization.

Workload characterization: We are presently conduct-
ing a comprehensive analysis of the content being distributed
on CLS. We are analyzing what content is being hosted on
CLS, how it is being hosted, what is its size, which meth-
ods are used for uploading and downloading the content,
how the original content is fragmented, where are links to
the content being indexed, what is the dissemination rate of
the content, whether content is being replicated inside and
across individual CLS, and if some content is more popular
than others. We perform this analysis both at the local and
global levels. When possible, we will contrast the results to
similar systems such as P2P systems and Web-based video
sharing services. Since not much is known about the CLS
ecosystem, this analysis will help us understand the impli-
cations of increased CLS use in the future. The results may
also assist CLS developers in designing better content dis-
tribution and incentive schemes.

Quality of service characterization: We are doing
a comprehensive analysis of quality of service measures in
CLS. We are studying the availability of hosted files, ser-
vice differences between free and premium users, through-
put rates of free and premium file downloads, wait times for
downloads, success rate of file downloads, background traffic
associated with actual content downloads, time of day and
day of week effects, and downloading of files using multiple
concurrent connections. We try to understand how different
CLS systems guarantee quality of service and how they differ
from other systems. This analysis will help us understand
the functionality of CLS and allow CLS operators to further
improve their service guarantees.

Network infrastructure characterization: We will
study infrastructure and network-layer characteristics of CLS.
For infrastructure characterization, we will focus on host
behaviour of CLS servers, load balancing schemes, power-
law behaviour from the client and server ends, and ISP and
geographic distribution of CLS servers. For network-layer
characterization, we will focus on flow-level properties such
as flow size, flow duration, and flow inter-arrival, and host-
level properties such as transfer volume, host on-time, and
flow concurrency. We will use these metrics and compare
them with Web and P2P flows. This analysis will highlight
details about the infrastructure of CLS (e.g., how files are
hosted on CLS data centres and how they are retrieved) and
present methods for distinguishing traffic flows from CLS.

Implications of CLS on Web 2.0 and the Internet:
We will study the growth and evolution of these CLS over
time. We will try to understand how usage and user be-
haviour evolves for these services. The consequences of CLS
use such as ease of sharing (compared to other similar ser-
vices), traffic demands, caching, and copyright issues will
also be studied. This analysis will help us understand how
content might be distributed in the future and how it could
impact edge networks.

5. METHODOLOGY AND DATASETS
Figure 3 illustrates our eight-step methodology for mea-

surement and analysis of the CLS ecosystem. Step 1 involves
passive monitoring of campus traffic. Step 2 uses active mea-
surements via crawling. In Step 3, we collect Web analytics
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Figure 3: CLS measurement/analysis methodology

data followed by collection of supplementary data in Step
4. Data aggregation is performed in Step 5 and the data is
securely stored during Step 6. We analyze the data in Step 7
and finally apply the results in Step 8. In total, four datsets
- 2 local and 2 global - were collected.

Local data: We collected two datasets of the local CLS
usage. The primary dataset used is a trace of HTTP trans-
actions (later referred to as HTTP trace) collected over a
one-year period (Jan-Dec 2009) from our university’s 400
Mbps full-duplex link to the Internet. The data contains
application-layer information such as HTTP headers (e.g.,
HTTPmethod, status code, Host header, etc.) and transport-
layer information (e.g., transfer duration, bytes transferred,
etc.). The HTTP traces were produced by a Bro4 Network
Intrusion Detection System script that summarized HTTP
transactions (request-response pairs) on the university’s In-
ternet link in real time. User identifiable information such
as IP addresses and cookies are not stored. This method al-
lows for greater privacy for users, however, it does not allow
us to perform some long-term analysis of user characteris-
tics. We aggregated the HTTP transactions of interest from
the data. These transactions were identified based on the
HTTP Host: header field.

We also collected flow-level data (connection summaries)
coinciding with the HTTP data collection period to aug-
ment the analysis. We used Bro to collect these summaries.
Each connection summary contains information such as the
source and destination IP addresses and port numbers, and
the number of bytes transferred in each direction. We ex-
tracted the relevant CLS flows from the dataset using the
IP addresses of the Cyberlocker sites in the HTTP data.

Global data: The first global dataset was collected by
crawling a CLS search engine. This search engine indexes
over 100 million publicly available CLS links. The search
engine offered an API that allowed us to crawl several CLS
files. Since CLS do not allow their hosted files to be searched,

4http://www.bro-ids.org/
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the CLS search engine can only index files that are available
in the public domain. The following information about the
crawled files were collected: name, size, extension, URL,
tags, ratings, and date added. The crawl was performed
during March and July, 2010.

The second dataset comprised of CLS analytic statistics
from Compete.com. Compete provides information collected
from 2 million Internet users in the United States (1% of
the total U.S. Internet population). This dataset includes
normalized data from the entire U.S. Internet population
containing information such as user count, page visits, page
views, user attention and stay period, the share of Internet
population reached by these services, and content referrers.
This dataset allows us to understand the usage pattern of
these services on a larger scale and contrast the statistics
with that of the analysis done on the local-level data.

Supplementary data: Some additional data for Rapid-
Share files were also collected using its API. The API al-
lowed us to know the status of a file and its server location
(server id). Internet Registries and Geolocation databases
were queried to gather information about ISP, AS, organi-
zation, and geographic locality of CLS.

6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We present preliminary results from analysis of the one-

year long HTTP trace. We analyzed over 500 GB of com-
pressed HTTP logs. These logs contained over 5 billion
HTTP transactions representing over 60 TB of Web traf-
fic. We identified over 13 million transactions attributable
to CLS, which represented about 4% of the total Web traffic
volume. Note that this is a conservative estimate since the
traces contained several (large) transactions with incomplete
byte counts. This was caused because the network monitor
was unable to cope with the network load sometimes and
missed some packets [8]. We focus on the top five CLS (gen-
erating over 60% of the CLS traffic volume) in the campus
network. These CLS were RapidShare (RS), Megaupload
(MU), Hotfile (HF), MediaFire (MF), and zSHARE (ZS).

Usage: Figure 4 shows the number of users per day
for the top five CLS. The majority of the traffic volume
of RapidShare and Megaupload is due to premium down-
loads. As a newly established service, Hotfile shows growth
in its usage. Megaupload usage is stationary, while Rapid-
Share shows some decline. We found that users preferred
to download during weekends. They also had a proclivity
towards using similar user agents for the downloads. We ob-
serve that some services have significant number of premium
users, while others are mostly dependant on free users.

File size: Figure 5 shows the distribution of the size of
the files downloaded. In the RapidShare curve we observe
two steep increases at the 100 MB and 200 MB mark. These
values represent the old and new file size limits, respectively.
The new limit has been in effect since 2009, however, it ap-
pears that most of the files downloaded followed the older
limit. About 1% of the files were larger than 200 MB, indi-
cating that these files were uploaded by premium users and
intended for premium downloaders. We also notice a steep
increase at the 100 MB mark for Megaupload. Megaupload
has a much higher upload size limit than 100 MB, however,
the many files that are 100 MB in size indicate that upload-
ers tend to use a convenient file size that is common across
several CLS. Megaupload also has a few files that are larger
than 1 GB, which are specifically for premium users. All

Figure 4: Number of CLS users

Figure 5: CDF of file size

files in Hotfile were less than 400 MB, which is the upload
size limit for free users. MediaFire has a much smaller me-
dian file size than all other services indicating it is mostly
used for uploading smaller files.

Although CLS are offered on the Web platform, their file
size characteristics are different from traditional Web work-
loads. In the traditional Web, most of the transferred ob-
jects are small (85% of the objects are smaller than 10 KB)
[7]. When considering a file size distribution of all Web
traffic, CLS file downloads are concentrated in the tail of
the distribution. The smaller files contributed by CLS traf-
fic are due to images, text, and scripts associated with the
Web site. Earlier studies [4] have shown that Web traffic
introduced many mice flows, but only a few elephant flows.
Increasing use of CLS can change this mix of mice and ele-
phant flows. CLS appear to replicate the P2P phenomena
on the Web (i.e., many mice flows and many elephant flows).

Content type: Table 1 shows the byte count distribu-
tion of various CLS content types. In terms of content count,
majority of the content downloaded from RapidShare were
Archives. Furthermore, this content category represents a
larger share (86%) of the total RapidShare traffic volume.
Video accounted for 22% in content count, while it was re-
sponsible for 12% of the RapidShare traffic volume. Megau-
pload content was dominated by Video both in terms of
count (57%) and traffic volume (63%). About 67% of the
Hotfile content downloaded were Archives. About 34% of
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Table 1: Content type (%byte count)
Category RS MU HF MF ZS

Archives 86.3 33.9 63.8 46.8 5.7
Video 11.9 62.7 29.0 40.5 91.3
Documents 0.4 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.1
Application 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
Audio 0.3 0.4 2.2 4.6 2.8
Others 0.9 1.3 4.5 7.8 0.1

MediaFire content was audio and it accounted for 5% of the
traffic volume owing to small size of MP3 files. The majority
of the zSHARE content was flash video; it allows its users
to stream the video content instead of downloading it.

The prevalence of archived files is not surprising. It pro-
vides an easy method to split large media files and upload
to the CLS. Additionally, archiving allows the user to pro-
vide a password for the content. Users can then share the
password with their intended audience only.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a comprehensive multi-level characterization

of the CLS ecosystem. We presented a methodology for
collecting CLS traces from multiple viewpoints. We also
presented results from preliminary analysis of a year-long
HTTP trace collected from a large edge network. The results
highlighted the similarities and differences in the usage and
content characteristics of CLS. The results of this research
will help in better understanding the evolution of the new
Web, provisioning future ISP networks, and designing better
content delivery systems.
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